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Mortice Lockcases 52000 Series - Heavy Duty Mortice Lockcases (Level 5-4)

Sashlock - 52710 

�� Euro profile cylinder sashlock. 

�� For lockable doors with lever handles 

to retract latch

�� 25mm deadbolt is thrown with a 

single turn of the cylinder.

�� Available in multiple backsets

Latch - 52750 

�� Suitable for doors which do not 

require locking

�� Latch operated by lever handles from 

both sides

Nightlatch - 52755 

�� Euro profile cylinder nightlatch. 

�� Lever operation from inside to 

withdraw latchbolt. 

�� Cylinder operation from outside 

to withdraw latchbolt.

�� Latch is deadlocked when the door 

is closed

(AG0017)

(AG0018)

(AG0018)

Panic Nightlatch with Classroom 

Function - 52760 

�� Euro profile cylinder nightlatch. 

�� Lever operation from either side to 

withdraw latchbolt

�� Outside lever handle can be locked or 

unlocked by cylinder

�� Inside handle is always free to 

escape

Deadlock - 52780 

�� Euro profile cylinder deadlock. 

�� For use on doors without lever 

furniture

�� 25mm deadbolt is thrown by a single 

turn of the cylinder

Panic Automatic Sashlock - 52840 

�� Deadbolt is thrown automatically 

when the door closes 

�� Lever handles operate the latchbolt 

and deadbolt simultaneously 

from both sides

�� Outside handle can be locked and 

unlocked by cylinder

�� Split follower panic function means 

inside handle is always free to 

escape

Panic Escape Sashlock - 52842 

�� Escape lock with split follower 

�� Split follower function enables 

deadbolt & latchbolt to be 

withdrawn simultaneously by 

lever handle from either side. 

�� Outside lever is locked/unlocked by 

cylinder.

�� Easily reversible escape mechanism.

Side Escape Sashlock - 52844 

�� Escape lock split follower

�� Split follower function enables 

deadbolt & latchbolt to be 

withdrawn simultaneously by 

lever handle from inside.

�� Deadbolt can be thrown or 

withdrawn by cylinder from 

both sides

Panic Function Deadlock - 52871 

�� Deadlock operated by lever handles 

from both sides

�� Escape lock function allows inside 

handle to withdraw the deadbolt at 

all times

�� Outside handle is locked/unlocked 

by cylinder

(AG0017)
(AG0018)

(AG0018)

Function/description Product Ref:

60mm backset 70mm backset 80mm backset

Euro profile sashlock - square forend/strike 52710.60 52710.70 52710.80

Latch function - square forend/strike 52750.60 52750.70 52750.80

Nightatch - no hold-back - square forend/strike 52755.60 52755.70 52755.80

Panic nightlatch with classroom escape function - square forend/strike 52760.60 52760.70 52760.80

Deadlock - square forend/strike 52780.60 52780.70 52780.80

Panic sashlock with automatic deadbolt activation - square forend/strike 52840.60 52840.70 52840.80

Panic escape sashlock - square forend/strike 52842.60 52842.70 52842.80

Side escape sashlock - square forend/strike 52844.60 52844.70 52844.80

Panic escape deadlock - square forend/strike 52871.60 52871.70 52871.80

Finishes - for satin stainless steel add suffix .20

Finishes - for polished brassl add suffix .66
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Residential Lockcases

BS 5 Lever - Kitemarked Mortice Lockcases (Level 2)

Features & Benefits 

A Hardened steel anti-saw deadbolt with 20mm throw operates after  

10kN side load

B Anti-pick and anti-drill protection

C ‘Pull and Twist’ reversible latchbolt

D Steel case, black powder coated finish

F Accepts bolt through lever furniture fixings at 38mm centres

G 3 plated steel keys

H Available with square forend and matching security box strike

The Legge BS 5 lever lockcases 

offer exceptional levels of attack 

resistance making them an ideal 

choice for domestic and commercial 

applications.

Performance Level 2

Options 

Available with plated finishes SS or 

PB forend and matching strike plate. 

Rebate conversion kits for 13mm 

rebate.

Finishes 

Plated finishes to match polished 

stainless steel and polished brass.

Testing & Certification 

CE marked to EN12209 - Grade 7

Fully compliant with BS3621:2007 and Kitemarked

Fire tested to EN1634 on timber and composite doors to achieve a 1 hour 

fire rating, and 4 hour for steel doors.

all dimensions are in mm

Product Ref: Function/description Case size (a) Backset (b) CE Classification

N5641 5 lever deadlock 68mm 45mm 2M810F7KD0B

N5642 5 lever sashlock 68mm 45mm 2M810F7KD2B

N5761 5 lever deadlock 81mm 58mm 2M810F7KD0B

N5762 5 lever sashlock 81mm 58mm 2M810F7KD2B

N41 Rebate conversion kit (13mm) for N5641 and N5761 deadlocks

N42 Rebate conversion kit (13mm) for N5642 and N5762 sashlocks

Note: rebate kits retain the use of the security box strike

5 Lever Deadlock - N5641 / N5761 

�� For use on doors without lever furniture 

�� 20mm throw deadbolt

�� Available with SS or PB forend and strike

5 Lever Sashlock - N5642 / N5762 

�� For lockable doors with lever handles to retract latch

�� 20mm throw deadbolt

�� Available with SS or PB forend and strike.

(AG5126)

(AG5127)
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